YOUR AMBITION,
OUR CHALLENGE
YOUR FUTURE
IN ENGINEERING
Thanks to its focus on innovation, many scientific research
institutes and open markets, the Netherlands scores high as
a knowledge economy. After ‘Brainport Eindhoven’ garnered
such accolades as ‘the smartest square kilometre in Europe’ and
‘most patent applications per capita’, many other technology
regions in the Netherlands followed suit – with more and more
innovations growing into global successes! These develop
ments call for talented individuals with a passion for technology.
Are you an engineer who can make a difference to our clients?
YER Technology offers you the opportunity to work at leading
and innovative organisations. You will be employed by YER
and seconded to our clients. In addition to an attractive
package of employment conditions, we offer:

Excellent career opportunities
Over the past years, we have secured a strong
position in the Dutch technology sector and built a
large network in various disciplines, including high tech, automotive,
marine, oil & gas and manufacturing. The demand for technical
talent continues to rise. YER Technology is responding to this trend
by also recruiting highly qualified specialists internationally. We are
currently the proud employer of hundreds of engineers from over
50 different countries. We offer excellent opportunities to engineers
who are up to an innovative challenge at leading Dutch organisations.

Intensive personal guidance
Our consultants take the time to get to know you
better. During our introductory meeting with you,
we will map out your personal wishes in detail. By using these
as points of departure for your future projects, you will do work
which is best suited to you and our clients will remain satisfied
ambassadors. There are many aspects to an international career.
That is why we assist you with all issues you may encounter,

including administrative issues (visa, working permit, citizen
service number, bank account, tax-related affairs), and relocation
(finding a house, registration with a municipality). Our personal
approach sets us apart. We are always at your service – including
in the evenings and on weekends!

Professional career coaching
We give you thorough and valuable advice so that
you can excel. Our consultants have an average
of over five years’ experience in employment services and/or an
extensive knowledge of the work and developments within your
specialisation. In other words, we are a high-level sparring partner
that can give your career the right boost. Not only do you receive
career assistance from our consultants, you are also given the
opportunity to participate in a personal coaching programme
conducted by a professional career coach.

Ample room for development
Are you ambitious and do you strive to get the best
out of yourself? We give you room for personal
growth! In the coaching programme, you shape your personal
development and improve your competencies. Our coach takes
stock of the steps you want to take and specific goals are assigned
based on these. It is possible, for instance, to take professionoriented training courses or a complete training programme.
We also provide Dutch lessons for our international professionals.
Together, we get the most out of your career.

Inspiring network meetings
We frequently organise inspiring master classes in
which experts from the field share their knowledge
about current developments and interesting themes within the
broad field of technology. These meetings are well attended by
your international YER colleagues and are a great way to enrich
your knowledge, network and socialise with colleagues!
Would you like to get in touch with YER Technology?
Make an appointment with a consultant, submit your CV or apply
for one of our current or permanent job openings at yer.nl/tech

